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 - 4:30 pm GMT Caught in the middle of a lethal unrequited love, an athlete protects a young woman from an unwanted
marriage. Music by, Sajid-Wajid, Imran Khan.The singer is able to avoid the unbalanced relationship, because she was trying to

take care of him after a motorcycle accident, where he broke his leg. Now he wants to know that the girl is well and the
marriage, but she wants to break her engagement, for this reason he leaves and spends the summer on the boat of her father.Dec
5, 2019 - 4:30 pm GMT In a small Afghan village, a young woman, who gave birth to a child, but to no avail. She goes to the bar

of the last owner of the coffee shop in the street, an Iranian who is also responsible for the irrigation. But the Iranian wants to
marry her! She is on the island of Otter in the Indian Ocean and there she feels so bad, because the young woman's father, for

the sake of the coffee shop, has sold her. But she does not like a stranger from Iran. Dec 5, 2019 - 4:30 pm GMT A young
woman leaves her home and travels around Europe for years, to find the person who has left her daughter. For two decades, she

can not forget this man. And finally she succeeds! But the daughter is much older than her! This time, she is finally given the
name of her daughter. Dec 5, 2019 - 4:30 pm GMT Caught in the middle of a lethal unrequited love, an athlete protects a young
woman from an unwanted marriage. Music by, Sajid-Wajid, Imran Khan.Dec 5, 2019 - 4:30 pm GMT Caught in the middle of

a lethal unrequited love, an athlete protects a young woman from an unwanted 82157476af
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